Term 1 Week 3 – Sentence Writing (Thursday)

Learning Goals:
* I can use a capital letter for the start of a sentence.
* I can use a punctuation mark at the end of a sentence.
* I can use a capital letter for proper nouns.

Write five separate sentences, with each sentence containing a proper noun. Ensure the sentences are interesting.

Topics that the sentences must be about are:
1. shop
2. country
3. school
4. singer or band
5. day or month

1- *(V) I went to \underline{bole}se \underline{to} get Baires.*
2- *My favorite country is Astraler.*
3- *Hammondville is the Best school.*
4- *\underline{Justan BeBer} is the worst.*
5- *Wednes\underline{day} is my favorite \underline{Day} of the \underline{week}.*